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Thin-gap GEM-µRWELL detector concept 

❖ Small drift gap ~ 1mm ➔ better spatial resolution, timing resolution, smaller E×B effect 

❖ hybrid amplification MPGD: 

▪ GEM foil for preamplification and µRWELL for main amplification

▪ Allow large detector gain and stable operating HV 

❖ Readout layer: 3-layer capacitive-sharing U-V strip readout 

▪ Achieve excellent spatial resolution with thin gap detector

Thin-gap GEM-µRWELL Hybrid Detector 
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ePIC Barrel Outer Tracker (µRWELL-BOT)

❖ Tracking layer close to hpDIRC detector 

❖ improved and angular & space point resolution for the DIRC

❖ Acceptance matching with hpDIRC bars

❖ Spatial resolution: better than150 µm on average over the full eta 

range in barrel region

µRWELL-BOT specifications

▪ L = 340 cm (−165 cm ≤ 𝑍 ≤ 175 cm), R = 72.5 cm

❖ Thin-gap & hybrid amplification (GEM & µRWELL)

❖ 2D U/V strip  readout ➔ spatial resolution = 150 µm

❖ Fast timing layer ~ 10 ns

❖ Radiation length < 2% in active area 
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µRWELL-BOT module: Thin-gap & hybrid amplification (GEM & µRWELL)
2 × µRWELL-BOT modules in 12-sided polygon shape

hpDIRC (barrel PID)

ePIC µRWELL Barrel Outer Tracker in front of hpDIRC in the central detector 

Cylindrical Micromegas Barrel Inner Layer: (CyMBaL)

❖ The inner MPGD layer wraps around the SVT

❖ Provides additional hit points for pattern recognition

Keeping zones:

❖ Z = [-105, 135.5] cm

❖ R = [50, 55]cm

CyMBaL module Dimensions:

❖ Size: 65 x 46 cm2 with active area: 59x44 cm2

❖ r/o strips: ~1 mm pitch in both directions

❖ Readout strips per module: 1024

❖ 32 channels per connector → 32 connectors

Some numbers:

❖ 32 modules : 8 modules in phi × 4 modules in z

❖ 1024 readout channels/module

❖ 32K readout channels

Upgrade CLAS12 Micromegas 

technology from 1D → 2D  readout

FNAL test beam 2023 preliminary results

Vertex detector → Identify primary and secondary vertices, 

Low material budget: 0.05% X/X0 per layer;

High spatial resolution: 20 mm pitch CMOS Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor 

Central tracker → Measure charged track momenta

MAPS – tracking layers in combination with micro pattern gas detectors

MPGD: µRWELL and Micromegas technologies

hadronic calorimeters

e/m calorimeters          ToF, DIRC,  

RICH detectors

MPDG & MAPS trackers

solenoid coils

ePIC Detector@ EIC
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Conclusion

ePIC End Cap Tracker (µRWELL-ECT)

❖ Provides additional hit points for pattern recognition

❖ Two discs in each end cap: hadron (HD) and electron (LD)

❖ Time resolution 10 ns time to provide tracking timing 

❖ Low material budget:  ~ 2% X0

❖ Spatial resolution: 150 𝝁m or better

µRWELL-ECT strip readout choice:

• (X, Y) readout is preferred vs (R,𝜑) 

• 500 µm pitch → better than 150 𝜇𝑚

intrinsic position resolution 

µRWELL-ECT disc: Hybrid amplification (GEM & µRWELL)

µRWELL-ECT disc design

MPGD trackers  in ePIC detector @ the EIC

❖ Pattern recognition layers in support to the Silicon trackers in the barrel and end cap central tracker ➔ spatial resolution < 150 µm and timing resolution ~10 ns

❖ Three MPGD subsystems: Barrel Inner Tracker (CyMBaL), Barrel Outer Tracker (µRWELL-BOT) and end cap discs (µRWELL-ECTs)

❖ Two MPGD technologies: Cylindrical Micromegas a la CLAS12 MVT for inner barrel ; Planar GEM-µRWELL detectors (novel hybrid MPGD approach) for outer barrel & end cap discs

❖ Intense ongoing R&D effort to achieve the performance requirements ➔ large consortium of international universities and labs involved
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